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ELECTIONS REPERTORY THEATRE 
OPENS NEW CHANNEL 
Honorary Degree Is Given 
To President Pendleton 
ALL COLLEGE Wilder .................. Anna Boatner 
--+-- --+--
Secretary of Judiciary wood .. . ... . . . ... . .... Elinor Anderson Aims for Entertainment and Education On Thursday evening, October 6, 
Molly Danforth Secretary-treasurer Ally It with Museum and Library President Pendleton received an honor-
custodian of A. A ....... Aileen Shaw Beebe . ............... Mildred Hinman In America ary degree at the University of Toran-
SENIOR CLASS Cazenave . . ... ....... Jane Hemingway --+-- to. The President was introduced to 
Treasurer .................. Lucy shaw Claftin ................. Virginia Gibbs PRIZE FOR PLAY OF YOUTH the Chancellor in the following speech: 
Rec~rding secretary ... Helen Loetscher Dower .............. · · · · ···Hanna Rose --+-- "Mr. Chancellor, Wellesley is so well Although the Repertory Theatre of known as one of the greatest and most 
Boston is only two years old, the Reper- successful of all women's universities 
tory movement had its beginnings that it is especially gratifying to us 
more than ten years ago, when Mr. and that we are honored today by a visit 
Mrs. Henry Jewett successfully revived from its President, Miss Ellen Fitz 
snme Shakesperian plays at the Boston Pendleton. 
Corresponding Secretary Freeman ................. Dorothy Cole 
Mary Barringer Homestead .... . ... . .. Katherine Dapp 
M La ont Norumbega ... . ... . ..... Virginia Jevne Factotums. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ary · m 
Phoebe Lamont Pomeroy ............. Margaret Brown 
service Fund Delegate .. Muriel Murray Shafer ................ Fuki Wooyenaki 
severance ............... Virginia Dare 
HOUSE OFFICERS 
1 
Tower Court. . . . Marion Hackenheimer 
Presidents Wilder ................... Mary Multer 
Dower ............. . . Elizabeth Hansen i Wood .................... Ruth Stevens 
Homestead . ...... . ....... Helen Newell 
Wood ........................ Alice Rue Fire Chiefs 
t Beebe . .................... Jean Harris Vice-Presiden s ll 
J L enz Cazenove ................ Jane Maxwe 
Beebe .... . ......... Ellen ane or Claflin ................... Isabel Angus 
Ca.zenove ...... . ... Margaret Hamilton t 
Opera House. But going· back still "Miss Pendleton is herself a graduate 
farther, perhaps the first inspiration of of Wellesley. After her student days 
the movement came when Mr. Jewett, there and at Newnham College, Cam-
as a boy in Australia recited Shake- bridge, she began her teaching career 
speare to his chickens. Since their first as tutor at Wellesley, filling in the 
presentation at the Opera House, Mr. years that followed many positions, in-
and Mrs. Jewett and their associates eluding that of Dean, until in 1911, 
have devoted themselves to the devel- she was elected President. 
opment and perfection of the Repertory "It is not too much to say that dur-
Theatre idea.. Until two years ago they ing President Pendleton's term of of-
carried on their work in various fice, Wellesley has g<>ne from strength 
theatres in Boston, and now in pos- to strength. Her wide knowledge of 
session of a very beautiful and perfectly University affairs and her energy in 
equipped theatre, they are filling a per- securing the necessary support for her 
manent and significant place in the own institution have marked her out 
intellectual and spiritual life in Boston as one of the greatest College Presi-
-and of the country. dents of America. Miss Pendleton has 
l Dower ....... . ......... Marian Hun er 
Claflin ...... ··········· .Emily Cornel Freeman ........... Elizabeth. Beckwith 
Dower .. : ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Enne Kuhn Agnes Marion 
th · Parker Homestead .. · · · · · · · · · · · · Freeman ...... · ...... Ka erme Norumbega ..... . ..... Edna Lindeman 
Homestead ......... . . Flo~ence Sawyer Pomeroy ....... .. .... Florence Clayton 
Norumbega .. . · · · .Geraldme Badenoc~ h f Emily Goehst 
Pomeroy .... · · · · · · · · · · · ·Emily SturglS ~ a er · · · · · .. . . . ....... ~lean or Street 
Frances Bean · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . 
Shafer .................... Joy Masters I Teovweerrancceou. r. t. . . . . . . . . . . . Mary Powers 
Severance .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · berlin Wilder ................... Elmor Jarvis 
Tower Court .... Sr., Nancy Cham I w d Charlotte Tinker 
Jr., Barbara Everett 00 · · .. · · · · · ...... · • 
PRIX DE ROME WINNER ADDED 
TO MUSIC FACULTY MEMBERS 
The Theatre, which is owned by an herself in the highest degree that 'pas-
incorporated fund and conducted by sion for excellence' which it is the 
trustees as a civic theatre without pri- function of a University to maintain. 16th CENTURY MUSIC TO BE vate profit, has been recognized by the "Mr. Chancellor, I have the honor to 
Ry Federal, State and City Governments present to you President Ellen Fitz ADDED TO CHOIR REPERTO for its place in the field of public Pendleton for the degree of Doctor of 
--+-- education, and has been granted tax 1..aws, honoris causa." 
--+- The Wellesley College Choir has exemption, the only Theatre in the ---+---
A number of changes have occurred never been confined within the bounds country to be exempt. This recognition 
in the Music Department with the be- of the Music Department. It has seems more than justified in view of 
ginning of the year's work. Professor always been an all-College institution the program which the Theatre is try-
MacDougall's retiring has left the in which Wellesley has taken great ing to work out:-cooperation with the 
duties of head of Department to Pro- pride. This year under the direction public schools in the teaching of history 
fessor Hamilton and Professor Hinner's o MT. ltsmta Aftftm'J.~ it is !3. l §fttr s l literature,• the establish-
leaving on account of illness has added chorus of 90 voices divided into two ment on a ninety nine year foundation 
a new name to the "in facultatem." choirs which will sing alternate Sun- of a course of Saturday morning talks 
Mr. Randall Thompson has come to days. They plan two mid-week re- on American History presenting the 
take over his courses in Advanced hearsals and an increased repertory Chronicles of American Photoplays, to C te ·nt and Musical f G t 
Harmony, oun rpm of both sacred and secular music. be free to the school chil.dren o rea -
Form, and to direct the College Choir Several 16th century compositions will er Boston, the production of two or 
and Glee Club. be added, works of Palestrina, Orlando more Shakesp~~ian plays a year-to 
Mr. Thompson is a Harvard graduate di Lassus and Victoria which will en- revive the traditions of Shake~peare for 
of 1920. During 1921 he studied in tail much a capella or unaccompanied the youth of to-d~y,-the mai~tenance 
New York with Erriest Bloch and in . . A Glee Club they will of a school of actmg and a library of d t Harvard smgmg. s a · · th ent 1922 took his M. A. egree a . sin some 16th century madrigals, both dramatic llterature, e encou~agem 
He was awarded the Prix de Rome g. h d Itali·an and four of to write and produce worthwhile plays, 
th Am ri Enghs an · · t · d hance which provides for study in e e - Brahm's Liebeslieder arranged for and the effo~t to mam am an en 
can Academy at Rome. For the last , . A concert with Wes- the interest m the spoken drama. But 
two years he has been living in New women~ voi~es. d been set for mid- the Theatre in seeking to share in the 
York composing among other things le~~n a~h: reean~re chorus will sing education and uplift of Ameri:a has .no 
the operetta, The Straw Hat, produced wm er. . which will be thought of being exclusive in its choice 
at the Laboratory Theatre, and various at Musical S Ve~p;rsevening every six of workers, for "it is essentially the 
scores for the Neighborhood Playhouse. held . ohnt a kun aLi'ttle assistance from democracy of the theatrical world. In t t or eig wee s. 
Sixteenth century . music in eres s outside will be asked as it is believed (Continued on Page 2, Col. 1) 
Mr. Thompson partic~larly, and h~ that the College would take more in- ---+---
plans to have the Choir present 16t I terest in fine music performed by its STUDENTS URGED TO REMEMBER century compositions both at Chapel b 
services and at the Glee Club Con-I own mem e~+-- A FEW PAY DAY SUGGESTIONS 
certs. Mr. Thompson is als? enth~- HELP SUPPORT C A -+-
siastic about modern trends m music. The following points are a few brief 
He is in his own words "primarily a --+-- suggestions that the students are 
composer" and Modern Music cou~ts ~-s~~ asked to remember on Pay Day in 
him prominently among the rismg order to avoid confusion and mis-
composers in America today. Now that takes : 
- --+--- Everybody give; for we cannot 1. Payments may be made by either 
CORILLA BRODNAX EXPLAINS Efficiently check or cash. 
COMING STUDENT CONVENTION D 0 without your 2. If made by check, the student 
s upport should be sure that she is not 
--+- - I overdrawing her account-ewe 
On Friday and Saturday, the seventh F or student-Industrial meetings, frequently find that happens) .. 
and eighth of October, Miss Corilla Faculty-Student luncheons, 3. No late payments will be received. 
Brodnax of the Student Volunteer former I. C. S. A. activities, If it is not possible for a student 
Headquarters was in Wellesley to give conferences, maids' parties, to pay on the day her initial 
further information concerning the and week of Prayer. indicates she should pay, she may 
Tenth Quadrennial Convention of the u nderstand you are come the other day but any pay-
Student Volunteer Movement which is Not obliged to give, BUT ments received after October 20 
to be held in Detroit, Michigan, Decem- Dues are $1.50. will be returned. After that date 
ber 28, 1927, to January 2, 1928. s. o. s. Pay Day! payments must be made directly 
In an interview granted a NEWS re- to the individual organizations 
Porter Miss Brodnax said, "The Stu- 1931 which the student wishes to join. 1928 , 1929 ' 1930! dent Volunteer Movement is the result · · 4. Before making payment read the 
of the work of a small group of Prince- SERVICE FUND directions on the Pay Day slip 
ton students who, in 1889, began to 
1 
w ANTS HELP and follow them. 
take an active interest in Foreign Mis- I 
One little , two little, three little , 
four ·little , five little, six little. 
DOLLARS! 
DON'T FORGET! 
sions. The idea spread until today I 
there are more than 1600 students 1 
banded together in the work. The con- j 
ventions which are held every four I 






S. FOSTER DAMON 
· -+-
Our third poet of the autumn, read-
ing in Billings Hall at 4:40 Tuesday 
afternoon, October 18, comes to us, like 
Mr. Bacon, from Rhode Island, though, 
unlike Mr. Bacon, he is not a Rhode 
Islander. Mr. Damon, entering last 
month upon his English professorship 
at Brown University, is a son of Massa-
chusetts, born in Newton and gradu-
ated from Harvard. A leader in the 
Harvard Poetry Club, he edited, in col-
laboration with others, Eight Harvard 
Poets in 1917 and Eight More Harvard 
Poets in 1923. With his friend, Rob-
ert Hillyer, closely associated with him 
in these enterprises and for several 
years a colleague in the English de-
partment of Harvard, a department 
which then included Joseph Auslander, 
Mr. Damon spent a year in Denmark. 
The two young poets, studying in Co-
penhagen on the American-Scandina-
vian Foundation, brought out, in 1922, 
as a result of their linguistic and lit-
erary labors, A Book of Danish Verse, 
an anthology in English translation of 
modern Danish lyrics. But Mr. Da-
mon's chosen and peculiar study is 
the mysticism of Blake and in that 
field his work is widely known and 
honored. He published in 1924 William 
Blake - His Philosophy and Symbols 
and in 1925 A New Page in Blake's 
Milton. 
Not until this present year did Mr. 
Damon issue a book of his own poetry. 
It came out last spring under the for-
midable title, Astrolabe: Infinitudes 
and Hypocrisies, bearing a motto from 
St. Augustine: "My questioning them 
was my thoughts on them; and their 
form of beauty gave the answer." Sa-
tiric at times but essentially sincere, 




LET LOOSE THAT 
SUPPRESSED DESIRE! 
and 
TRY OUT FOR NEWS 
Juniors Sophomores Freshmen 




M. DESCLOS LECTURES 
ON MONET THE ARTIST 
--+--
Claud Monet Is Impressionistic 
Leader; His Subject is the 
Spirit of Beauty 
--+--
EDUCATION IS OTHER TOPIC 
--+--
Claud Monet, the leader of the 
French Impressionist school of paint-
ing, ha~ caught on his canvases the 
brilliant play of light in nature, and 
thus given us a new interpretation of 
beauty, says Monsieur Desclos, who 
spoke Wednesday evening in Alumnae 
Hall. Among the great names to be 
forever cherished · in the history of 
painting is that of Claud Monet. 
To understand him, one must know 
the work of his predecessors. In the 
beginning, nature had little influence 
on painting. The first artists worked 
for the churches, drawing pictures of 
the holy family or the saints and cov-
ering the background of their pictures 
with a layer of gold._ The Renaissance 
in Italy reawakened interest in nature. 
Painters became more skillful. As a 
background, some pictures had land-
scapes, naive and fantastic. The land-
scape, indeed, was merely an accessory 
to the picture, and that it remained 
during the four centuries of classicism. 
Traces Landscape Beginnings 
The seventeeth century brought Nico-
las Poussin. Although his pictures have 
landscapes as a background, nature in 
them is· too stiff and majestic to be real. 
In his Orphee et Eurydice, the trees are 
more like specimens of architecture, 
than living things. A landscape in the 
art of the seventeenth century was a 
setting for man and the woods, a ren-
dezvous for nymphs. A pattern had 
been set upon nature. 
In Holland, reaction was astir. The 
good bourgoise demanded realism, not 
the stiff, religious pictures which re-
minded them of the hated papacy, but 
pictures of their loved tulip-beds, or 
the sunshine on their wheat fields, thus 
Holland fostered a school of landscape 
painters of which Ruysdael and Hob-
bema are the masters. 
To the Paris exposition of 1827, the 
English landscapists sent their work. 
So great was their influence, that De-
lacroix repainted, in three days, his 
famous Massacre de Scio. Soon after-
wards began the school of Fountain-
bleau and Barbizon with Corot; D'au-
bigny, Millet and Rousseau. In their 
landscapes, one finds an emotion, pro-
found and serene, a sensitiveness to 
the divine in nature. Their work has 
such a truth and vigor of execution 
that it seems to have volume like a 
piece of sculpturing. 
Studies in London 
Claud Monet was borne in 1840, at 
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2) 
---+---
CAMPUS CARS AND FRESHMAN 
BIKE DISPLAY NEW MODELS 
- - +-
The seniors should have a fashion 
show for their cars. With so many lux-
urious sedans, good-looking sport cars, 
coupes of the latest models, the display 
would give a good idea of the present 
styles. There are so far twenty-five 
cars registered and fall is of course the 
slack season. If there are now three 
t.aSalles, five Buicks, four Chevrolets, 
four Chryslers, to say nothing of four 
Fords, a Pontiac, a Packard, a Nash, 
a Reo, and a Dodge, what will our cam-
pus look like in the Spring when cars 
practically swarm here? 
An exotic color sense seems to have 
been given to the class of '31. There 
are more bikes than ever and these are 
painted with an eye for the unusual. 
Surely Wellesley hasn't before seen a 
cream white or a pale pink bicycle. 
There is one of a robins-egg blue, and 
a red and tan striped one and a blue 
and tan one. One freshman has even 
been seen on roller skates. 
2 WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS 
FRESHMEN RECEIVE HONORS IN 
THE ENTRANCE EXAMINATION 
--+--
The following members of the class 
uf 1931 made averages of 85 per cent 
or above in their college entrance ex-
aminations : 
Ger trude Affleck, Suzanne Andrews, 
Wilhelmina A. Andrews, Louise Ben-
der, Catherine Bloomfield, Ella L. 
Blyth e, Ada Coe, Elizabeth Cooledge, 
Alice H. Cooper, Virginia Felter, 
Marion Finley, Marjorie Glicksman, 
Ruth Griswold, F lorence G. Harriman, 
Helen B. Hart, Mary Hoffman, Elinor 
Hogue, Melita Holly, Alla C. Hood, 
Chr istine J effers, Margaret Jeffords, 
Annabelle J ova, Camilla K emple, Jane 
B. K raus, Henriette de La Mater , 
Helen K. Larner, F. Elizabeth Line-
berger, Frances Lippert, Gloria Luey, 
E. Louise Lynnah, Nina Agnes Marean, 
Flavilla Morey, Marjorie Morris, Mil-
dred O'Brien, Helen Perskin , Ella M. 
Poland, Helen L. Rose, Lucia Russel, 
Ida Sledge, Dorothy E . Smith , . K ath -
erine E. Smith , P hyllis Straus, Ruth 
T itchell , Clara Townsend, J essie Van 
Denbergh . Marion Wallace, Aurilla 
Wier. 
---+---
REP ERTORY THEATR E 
prize. A person may submit more than 
one play but each must be submitted 
under separate cover. All manuscripts 
must reach the Repertory Theatre by 
mid-night of December 31 , 1927. 
The Committ ee of Final Award will 
consist of Mr. Winthrop Ames, Mr. 
David Belasco, Dr. S. Parkes Cadman, 
Dr. John H. Finlay and Mrs. Henry 
Jewett. For further conditions of the 
Contest apply to Barnswallows. 
The Repertory Theatre Club is hold-
ing a Fasl:).ion Fete with the latest ap-
pa rel from Filene's French Shop on 
Wednesday, October 19, a t two-thirty. 
---+---
M . DESCLOS LECTURES 
ON MONET THE ARTIST 
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5) 
Havre. As a young man he came to 
Paris to study with Courbet, initiator 
of a new and more vigorous type of 
realism. In t his studio, t he young Mo-
net worked enthusia stically, searching 
ever for new mean s of expressing h is 
art. 
During t he war of 1871 Monet went 
t o London to study t he t echnique of 
t he great landscapist, Constable. This 
unpatriot ic departure from France 
turned public opinion against Monet, 
OPENS NEW CHANNEL so that when he returned, all Parisian 
lCont inued from Page 1, Col. 3) 
it every man and woman h as equal and 
am ple opportunity, t he talented to fully 
exercise their ability, the weak to 
develop theirs. 
Mrs. J ewett's own expression of the 
Theatre's purpose is best. "The Reper-
tory Theat re of Boston does not pur-
pose t o uplift the stage or to elevate the 
drama. The Theatre, as one of the 
great arts, needs n o uplift ing. Art can 
h ave no upward urge. It is fo rever 
uplifted, a star of the first magnitude. 
Rather do we need to be uplifted to 
understand the art of the theat re, with 
its mission of universal appeal. The 
vision of this mission inspired, and 
still continues to inspire, those who are 
sponsors for the launching of this 
theatre." 
After seeing the Repertory Theatre 
at work-back stage, in the studio, in 
t he rehearsal, costume and m echanics 
rooms and also its facilities for work-
ing with t he public, t he Repertory Hall 
and Libra ry, one is even more im-
pressed with its unique contribution 
toward "restor ing the health of the 
t heatre" and th e infinite possibilities 
which still lie before it. 
An outgrowth of t he Theatre, th e 
Theatre Workshop, of which the pur-
pose is to present an opportunity for 
a comprehensive and embracing ap-
prent iceship of the theat re promises t o 
h ave an act ive share in t he work of the 
Theatre. It has both Depar tments of 
Acting and Playwriting with a distin-
quished faculty, Frances Jewett , Henry 
J ewett, Edgar Woolley, formerly Direc-
tor of Yale University Dramatic As-
sociation, Angela Morr is of 47 Work-
shop, formerly with Max Rienhardt, 
Scenic Designer , Leigh ton Rollins, Jonel 
Jorgulesco, and Donalr Campbell , Cos-
tume Designer . 
Prize Play Contest 
I n view of th e startling num ber of 
suicides among college studen ts during 
the past year, a patron of th e Theatre 
h as offered $1,000 for th e best Amer i-
can play which shall hold up faith in 
life to the youth of America. A sch ol-
arship in The Repertory Theatr e Work-
sh op will also be awarded to the suc-
-cessful contestant. If two plays shall 
be judged of equal merit the Trustees 
will award two scholarships and will 
divide the prize of $1,000, of if in their 
judgment the plays are of exceptional. 
merit , two prizes of $1,000 will be 
awarded. The prize play will be pro-
duced in the Repertory Theatre dur-
ing the season of 1928. 
The author may employ comedy to 
teach th e joy of living, or t ragedy to 
reveal the value of a human life. Em-
phasis will be put upon the spiritual 
in distinction from the material values 
of life. The play must be of sufficient 
length to provide a full evening's pro-
gramme. Any person who has been a 
student in any college, university, or 
dramatic school in the United States 
at any t ime during the calendar year 
1927 is eligible to compete for the 
salons were shut to him . To sell no 
pictures meant to starve. At one time 
Monet was supposed t o be so poor t hat 
h e had t o cultivate a field of potatoes 
for food . His good humour and high 
courage, not only helped him through 
the time of difficulty, but was an in-
spiration to his fellow artists as well. 
In 1874, a private exposition of Mo-
net 's work was given- the public 
laughed. Paintings were sold a t ri-
diculous prices, perhaps only for the 
value of t he frame. Some wag of a 
'critic, seeing a picture labelled "Im-
pressions," immediately dubbed the 
new group "l'ecole impressionist." 
Daudet, Fort, Zola and Clemenceau in-
terested themselves in this n ew band 
of a r tists, of which Monet was the 
flag bearer. 
By 1880 the bat tle for impressionism 
had been won. Through priva te ex-
positions, Monet had gained enough 
money to travel. At Givery, a lit tle 
town on the Seine, near Paris, he built 
himself a home, where he lived for 
for ty years. It was here that he died 
in 1926. His was a long life of labor, of 
immense production, and of faithful-
ness to an ideal. 
When h e first began his work, his 
masters, Courbet and Monet, urged 
him to do port raits. In 1877, however, 
he freed himself from all outside in -
fluences and taking his easel, estab-
lished himself in the open air. All 
artists before him had sketched from 
nature, but painted in th eir studios. 
Monet though t a landscape done in-
doors lost its freshness and t he effect 
of sunlight . In t he school of 1830, t o 
bring the light into relief , the art ist 
deepened t he shadows. Monet, how-
ever, used his colors in a ll their purity 
and clearness. To look at a canvas of 
Rousseau, then at one of Monet is like 
stepping out of a dark room into the 
sunshine of the Midi. When asked 
what system he had, Monet replied, 
"System I have not. I paint as th e 
bird sings." 
He did indeed seem to work by th e 
force of his own instinct and the great 
rapidity and penetrat ion of his vision. 
He seized the nuan ces of colour with 
more finesse th an any other artist. 
Monet is the representative of light. As 
an impressionist, he a nalyzed th e hues 
of the objects he painted , then set 
them down in pure colou rs which seem 
to blend at a certain distance from the 
pictures. Really t he eye of the spec-
tator recomposes that which the eye of 
the painter has decomposed. Impres-
sionism creates an unusual effect of 
the clear, dazzling play of man y col-
ours and lights-the local color disap-
pears, t he artist forgets the t raditional 
colour of objects to paint only what 
he sees. Monet has become the paint-
er, not of a scene but of the port rait 
of an instant, the fleet ing course of 
light and shadow. 
Varies Time of Day 
In 1890, he began to paint the same 
subject at different hours of the day 
and at different seasons of the year. 
He did the west facade of the Ca -
thedral of Rouen, first at dawn, then 
with the noonday sunshine upon it. 
During this period he conceived the 
symphony in blue, which sends through 
the spectator emotions, like those run-
ning through the music of Bach and 
Debussey. A new idea was this associ-
ation of music and painting. 
In 1906 he undertook the study of 
light reflected in water, the heavens 
as he saw them, shining in the tiny 
lake in his garden. His friend Clem -
enceau promised him that if he fin-
ished thi~ work, it would be safe-
guarded and given to the nation. Thus 
it happened that the Claud Monet mu-
seum was opened th is spring in the 
orangerie of the Tuilerie Gardens. This 
museum contains t he fina l message of 
an unselfish life of an ar tist who saw 
the essence of the spiri t of beauty. 
Wellesley was honored with the visit 
of Monsieur Declos, who spoke Wed-
nesday afternoon about t he French 
Educational System and in the evening 
of the life and work of Claud Monet, 
im pressionist painter. Monsieur De-
clos is assistan t secretary of th e Office 
National des Universites. The work 
of this bureau is to maintain relations 
between th e French scholastic world 
in general and the outside world of 
universit ies. Since the war, many 
foreign students have been coming to 
France to study and to lecture. Ameri-
ca a lone, has two thousand students in 
France every year . Then too, other 
countries are seeking professors from 
France, so to cope with all demands, 
the minist ry of public instruction has 
set up the Office National as a kind of 
bureau of foreign affairs. 
Monsieur Declos enjoys his trip to 
America. He had been to Smith and 
Mount Holyoke, before coming to Wel-
lesley, so was qualified to be astonished 
and delighted wit h th e heal th , the 
cheerfulness and the optimism of the 
American college girl. 
M. Claude Declos Discusses French 
Educational System 
The French educational system, as 
discussed by M. Claude Declos, offers 
an interesting contrast to our Ameri-
can system. 
To trace the beginnings of the pres-
en t system of public education in 
F rance, one must go back to the time 
of Charlemagne who is credited in old 
records with having brought Alcuin 
from England. Universities were 
founded in severa l large cities, such as 
Bologna and Paris. Classes were made 
up of groups of students gathered 
about an interesting professor, sitting 
on bundles of straw in the streets 
writing on parchment. Soon M. Sor~ 
bonne secured a charter for the Uni-
versity of Paris, and m any other col-
leges grew up. 
Especially characteristic of this 
ancient education was its international 
aspect . Not only was the teaching 
interna t ional in character, but t he 
teachers were drawn from every nation 
and the pupils were grouped according 
to n a tionality. 
For three centuries t here were few 
changes in this system . Boys from 13 
to 18 years of age received a n educa-
t ion equivalent t o that r eceived in our 
secondary schools . During the Ren-
aissance a new development in teach-
ing appeared, with th e introduction of 
Greek into th e curriculum. Th eology 
became less stressed, and Earth be-
came a more important element - than 
Heaven. The French Revolution swept 
everything away, but in spite of de-
struction, the feeling of unity in t he 
nation was reflected in education. 
In 1806 the Emperor Napoleon in ter-
ested himself in education. Under his 
supervision, L'Universite de France was 
t o comprise all the teachings of 
France,-both secondary and univer-
sity educat ion . A Minister of Educa-
tion for the whole country was ap-
pointed, and the country was divided 
into equal divisions (which still exist) 
a t the head of each of which was a 
rector, who with a group of faculties 
constituted the department. In each 
depar tment were several lycees. 
1870 brough t the Republic, which 
made provision for the education of 
the people at large and for elementary 
education. Before this tim e schooling 
had been voluntary and more or less 




Youth dances and dines in 
VELVET 
R ich lovely, transparent vel-
vet-deep as night, but airy as 
chiffon . T hey are here now-
these velve t dresses - one 
piece and two p iece styles in 
black, Canton blue, Pine-
needle gree n, chestnut brown 
and rn var ied printed and 
blocked designs. And the 
price is but 
$35. 
Other velvet dresses combin-
ing velvet wit h jersey, G eor-





Of cr epe-de-Chin e ex- Exce ll ent quality in four 
qui sitely tai lo red . d iffere 1~t tyle . Two lace, 
1 two tailored. 
I 
'--~~~~~~~~~' 
I FILENE'S WELLESLEY SHOP 50 Central Street 
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M.A. 
Dentist 
Taylor Block Wellesley Square 
Tel. 1268-W-Res. 0529 
W ABAN GUEST HOUSE 
1 WABAN STREET. 
Open for Students' Guests. 
Week End Parties 
Call Wellesley 0449-R 
Dr. ·Francis S. Keating 
Dentist 
Lady Assis tant Tel. 823-W 
THE W ABAN BLOCK 
WELLESLEY SQUARE 
THE PERRY HOME 
8 Dover Road, Wellesley 
Near Washington St. entrance to 
Campus 
Mrs. Frank L. Perry, Hostess. Tel. 0718 
"The Home to go to, when away 
from Home." 
WELLESLEY 
INDIVIDUAL GOWN SHOP 
Novelty Woolens 
and Jersey s 
For SPORT and SCHOOL WEAR 
Sizes 16 to 44 
Also Black Crepe an d S atin Dresses 
fo r Afternoon 
At Ve r y R easonable Prices 
HELMA HENRICKSON 59 Centra l St. 
PLEASANT FURNISHED ROOMS 
fo r permane nt or transient g uests. 
Mrs. Fred L. Ward 
62 CHURCH STREET, 
Tel. 0449-W 
DR. STANLEY E. HALL 
DENTIST 
Waban Block Wellesley Sq. 
Tel. Wel. 0566 
PLEASANT ROOMS 
available for Guests 
MRS. JOHN MILNE 
12 ABBOTT STREET 
Tel. Wei. 1157-M 
Dr. Dwight R. Clement 
Dentist 
MISS MARGUERITE RUTHE 
DENTAL HYGIENIST 
T H E WABA~ W ELJ,ESLEY ~L<\.SS. 
Tel. W c l. 0607-W ' 
IVY CORSETS 
Elastic Girdles arc just the thing for 
th e College Gir l wh ile in the class -
room an d wa lking. Garter Belts for 
th e G_vm. Br assieres fo r a ll occa-
sions. Sanitary Goods, S ilk Under-
wea r . 
Vve carry a full line or D exdale 
H osiery in a ll the pop ula1- shades. 
IVY CORSET SHOP 
8 Church St., Wellesley 
BOST O N WORCESTER NEW BEDFORD 
Wilbar's Shoes Now Being Exhibited 
All styles 
at James E. Lee's Booter y-at 
Wellesley Square 
WlbarS All styles 
455 WASHING TON ST. BOSTON, MASS. 
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SPORTS WRITE-UPS RING WITH even appeared on the field of their own I Each freshman house responded with 
volition. Interest has been aroused, a "thank-you" ditty to the class that 
NAMF.S OF OLD AND NEW STARS not only in the usual, required call-outs, ) wears the purple. Some of the stunts 
--+-- but also in two "extra-curricula" periods. were particularly Clever; Mrs. Poor's 
Riding A Wellesley Hockey Club has been or- house conducted an impromptu orches-
Riding' starts this year with a great ganized, consisting of graduate stu- tra with great success. At Little the 
number of the old stars back in the dents and coaches from Pine Manor song leader, perched on the gate post, 
saddle and lots of new ones ready to and Dana Hall. Games are played had gathered her cohorts about her to 
climb there. Twenty-three freshmen Thursday afternoon. If any under- return the sop!!omore salutation. 
reported ·for regular work and eleven graduates are bold enough to play in Seniors and juniors, loyally followed 
volunteers ca.me out from that class. such august company they are welcome. the march, cheering again and again 
Jean Gibson, head of riding this year, If not, Saturday afternoons are reserved for their " little sisters." The towns-
Phyllis Barnes and Barbara Billman for a student club which is rewarded people turned out in full force for the 
are members of '28 who will again con- for its strenuous labors with tea. Last always attractive sight, and the num-
tribute towards the excellence of the Saturday about 40 girls appeared and bers waxed and waned as the line 
fall riding meet. Some of the team of there's tea for many more in the I neared th e end of its course. In 
'29 are participating in the practice future. front of Simpson the members of '3(l 
riding as a preparation for the coming Most prominent among our players sang their class song; cheered Aimee 
event. These are Elizabeth Nash, are those just fresh from Hockey Camp. Worms, their leader, and finally broke 
Theodate Johnson, Esther Kirkbride, Among the seniors were the head of ranks as they took their separate paths 
and Thelma Smythe. Celia Milne and sport, Mary Worth, Anne Porter, Ann to home, refreshments, and neatly-
Virginia Van Voast are representatives Pugh and Pru Wallace. Juniors were turned-down beds. 
of '30 and seem already to promise sadly lacking. The Sophomores with Hallelujahs, marching songs, lulla-
much in the line of stunt riding as well the last remnant of their freshman bys, ·even a hiking chanty were sung to 
as strictly formal riding. enthusiasm turned out in large num- the freshmen and one of the most pop-
The Horse Show will be a part of the bers. Tommy Pierce, Evelyn Glidden, ular hits of the evening was a clever 
Field Day exercises as usual. It will Margery Hall , Francis Frank, Natalie little verse to the tune of tha.t grand 
probably come earlier in the program Diston, Norma Goldschmidt and Kath- old song, "The Dutch Have come" 
as last year darkness came on before erine Gunn represented the class of '30. Since the Village began to hum 
the jumping was well started and cut Jack Mackensie, Florence Harriman You can tell that the Frosh have come 
that interesting event quite short. Mr. and Louise Bender were the members Of all freshmen classes-they're the 
McGee has a number of new horses from '31. And besides these many other greenest freshman class 
to start the season with. He will coach freshmen, ex-prep school stars, have That ever tried to walk on Pres. Pen's 
the girls and with Jean's aid . will turn displayed talent on the green. Barbara 
out a group of teams that may well be Drake, sister of the famous Rosalie, 
emulated for form , ring-manners and Louise Lynah, Esther Fisher Smith and 
spectacular riding. Already the bridie Morra LeSourd have done very good 
paths near Natick and Wellesley swarm work. 
with well managed horses and their Responsible for much of the progress 
capable riders. With supervision and in this sport is Miss Cran, coach of 
Hockey. Since she came to us from 
Darthford Academy in England, Welles- I 
grass 
Frosh of '28 and Frosh of '29 
And of course the Frosh of '3'.' 
they all were fine 
When the Lord made the sophomores, 
his work was well done 
But he sure made his "rep" on the 
class of Thirty One! carefully directed pointers a certain 
roughness in handling may be effaced 
and better hands and seats acquired. 
Altogether , this year promises finer and 
more finished riding than has been 
seen at Wellesley for a period of years . 
ley has been much envied by other ' -----------------
Crew 
colleges. We hope that with her pres-
ence and the continued co-operation of 
the players Hockey will continue a sea -
son as successful as its beginning. 
---+- - -
Already the lake resounds to Pull! WEARERS OF THE PURPLE TURN 
one, two, three, .. Pull! .. "and mam-
moth waves sweep the shores of the OUT TO SERENADE THIRTY-ONE 
erstwhile placid pond as energetic - - +--
oarsmen pull and vie for placs on this A swaying blur of violet lanterns, a 
year's crews. All of '28 are out after slow moving car, row upon row of 
their third championship. The sopho- white clad girls wearing purple ban-
mores and juniors have offered a great danas, then a residue of "taggers-on" : 
number to the mighty maw whereas the -"so we go marching, the Sophomore I 
freshmen . . well .. every available shell class.'-' Following the traditional cns-
has been put into use and still they tom of all Sophomore classes, the class 
come. Over a hundred of them are of '30, on the night of October 8, left 
reporting regularly. With several days their campus haunts and marched 
training on the machines, they have down to the Village to serenade the 
turned out beatiful oarsmen all, much Freshmen. A clear night and the right 
t-0 the amazement and worry of Cather- touch of cold belied the gloomy fore-
ine Usher who is head of crew. cast of the morning The procession 
She declares that their ability is much wound down Washington Street, with 
too sufficient, leaving the choice of one a wide detour at Leighton Road, to 
team from their midst a terrific pro- Washington House. From there the 
blem. The races come off on November line turned back around Waban Street 
10 as usual. The competition between to Weston Road, Fisk, Simpson Cot -
the class members for places on the tage and home. 
teams promises to be a lmost as keen 
as the races themselves. 
Basketball 
Who-op! Twenty-eigh t is on the 
warpath. After two successive victor-
ies the seniors are out for scalps the 
third and last time. Very few times 
before h as any class taken t he cup 
twice-but this is to be a record-break-
ing year. And since th e same team has 
descended intact from their sophomore 




-1-12 S tuart Str eet a t J>n.rtmouth 
.-\ BIT OJ•' l ' .-\RIS 
with Sew E ngland Cooking 
I,unclwon T('a Dinner 
'l 'eJ. l\('!lllHH' <' (iii20 
Just ha ck of the Co1lle,y l'la.za 
Just s 1Jend a f ew monwnts a.t the 
"NORFOLK SHOPPE" 
. .\rca d e Bldg. I 
unll Jool• over it beautiful line of latlies' sport 
"Rngged~· Ann" flow e r for ~·our fa.11 coat 
CHARM 
BRAID 
\ for those 
\ /'-' who follow ~j the mode 
CHARM-BRAID w ill hide the 
unkempt appearance of strag-
gling ends w hile your hair is 
growing-can be "\Yorn low in 
the back of th e neck in one, 
two or three ets. 
Send $1. 00 and we will •end you one 
Sati•faction guaranteed 
E. MITTELSTAEDT, Inc. 
Est. 1867 
86 University Place, New York 
We Hope You're 
Comfortably Settled 
and if you are, we know you'll soon 
be holding parties and stocking your 
"kitchen cabinet" for daily snacks. 
FRUITS, VEGETABLES 
CONFECTIONERY 
YOU may be assured that quality 
is supreme and that every courtesy 
is afforded each of our customers. 
Convenient college deliveries. 
WELLESLEY FRUIT CO. 
\\T"F.J.LE L:EY 
Tt·I. "W4> 1. 01~8 
QUARE 
Tel. 1493-M 
h os ieQ- 11ricecl at $1.00, rtll new sh ru:les. \ 
or gown. t.================:.! Hop Parsons, Tony Deppeler, Fran 
Hamilton , Edith Bernstein, Peggy Mc-
Jennett and Polly Florsheim form a 
unified, well adjusted team. But Edith 
Bernstein, head of sport, admits that 
any of the other classes, or even all of 
them, may prove dangerous rivals. 
Twenty-nine has a complete old team 
of veterans again in the fie ld , Grace 
Powell, Louise Lange, Barbara L::ms-
burgh, Jane Chidsey and Dick Burdick. 
Tony Clapp, Lu Gates, Margaret Fraser, 
Nellie Lee Pearse , Marie Fitzsimmins 
and K ay Rosenthal are the best of the 
sophomores, a formidable aggregation. 
The freshmen boast of a number of 
good players, among whom Kate and 
Betty Zumbo are prominent. 
Much of the shopping joy 
of the Globe-Trotter may be 
had from a visit to the 
Two new coaches, Miss Tigard a nd 
Miss McKinnin, both graduates of the 
Hygiene course ·at Wellesley, will give 
substantial aid and advice to '29, '30, 
and '31 in their attempt to defeat the 
seniors. The season promises many ex-
citing games. 
Hockey 
Hockey is popular this year. The 
registration is swelling far beyond its 
normal bounds, and upperclassmen have 
SHOP OF BARBARA GORDON 
Gilts of charm and distinction 
Arcade Wellesley 
FOOT-BALL SEASON SPECIAL 
EUGENE PERMANENT WAVES at 
RAE'S VANITY SHOPPE 
DURING OCTOBER and NOVEMBER 
$15.00 
Expert Operators Featuring : Haircutting, Finger, Marcel and 
63 ~entral Street 
Water Wavin.g 
Tel.· Wellesley -~561 
Even the smart SPORTS 
frock takes on a touch of 
VELVET 
In vadi ng the fi eld of 
sports - velvet . Some-
times alone-in interest-
ing spo rts plaids-often in 
modernistic appliques on 
the new wool fabrics-
new voile de Jaine, kash-
mirs, or wool crepes. In 
frock sketched: velvet 
used in belt, buttons of 
2-piece wool crepe frock ; 
pin-tucked blouse with 
vestee; pleated k i rt . 
Mis e , 35 .00 
Other frocks illustrating 
the season's vagaries in 
ve lv et. 16.50 to 49.5 0 
New KERCHIEFS 
to wear with the sports 
frock-tied right, left, 
back or front. In new 
f a I I plaid , autumnal 
colors; in heavy ribbed 
si lk. 2.00 
Imported English 
STOCKINGS 
A smart accompaniment 
to the sports vogue, silk 
an d wool hosiery-dia-
mon d pattern . 2.95 
NEW Fall Hats 
VELVET versus FELTS 
In snu g, close-to-the-head shapes. Vel-
vet appliques on felt ; feminine little 
shapes smart for the the dansant, 
luncheons, te as in town. 12.50, 15.00 up 
Slattery Wellesley Shop 
10-12 Church Street 
~~um===i7iie~s==Ie~n G:1~st~~:1~se~~ 
m ~ m 
~ Welleoley 0968 g Abbo~::.l:::y B. HUGHES, Ho•te" ~ 
ITT For your overnight and week-end gue ·ts. m 
ili By appointment- Breakfast Parti e. , Luncheons, Tea and ili ill Dinner Parties ffi 
~ Meet your friends here for Bridge and Tea afterwards ~ 
oc==:==:==::::::i oc===::==::=::::::i s .i====::==:::::::::io 1i:::::::~~==is 
"What's the matter 
f . 7"1 . ire. I 
"No, he has t,o fill his pen every 1 
morning and he overslept. He 
ought t,o carry a Chilton-Twice the 
l nlc." 
YOU have to fill a Chilton once in a while. But its word 
capacity is double that of othe1· 
self-filling pens. Size for size, it 
gives twice the writing mileage-
due to a new method of filling 
perfected by theman who invented 
the self-filling pen. 
UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED 
$3.50 to $7.00 
E. A. DA VIS & CO. 
Hathaway House Book Shop 
FREE DEMONSTRATION 
DUCO 
Applied with a brush 
Dries quickly 
All popular colors and 
stains 
Try it yourself 
CORKUM HARDWARE 
Demonstration, Thurs-
day, October 13 
Artists' Materials 
Paints and Brushes 
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Dean Swift, appreciating their hu-
mor, wrote: 
"So geographers in Afric maps, 
With savage pictures fill their gaps, 
And o'er unhabitable downs 
Place elephants for want of towns." 
--- +---
KNOWLEDGE OF INDIVIDUAL IS 
Last year a great number of the girls 
felt that they were not keeping in REQUIRED IN GOOD CASE WORK 
touch with events that were happening --+--
in the world beyond the college cam..: <Continued from last week) 
pus. As usual when in a dilemma they --+- -
called upon the faculty and asked them Every case warrants individual study 
Assistant Business l\lanasen if they would be willing to give short and treatment. To know for instance 
Assistant Rei>0rters PHYLLIS GRAVER, 1929 resumes of the more important items that Mr. R. is ruining his family life 
G R E T E L ARNDT, 1929 
VIRGINIA RYNEHART, 1929 KATHERINE MILLS. 1930 during chapel time on Mondays. Every- by excesses in drinking is to know next 
ELINOR ULMAN, 19!!0 
SARAH PATTO N , 19 28 
VIRGINlA BARTON, 1930 MARY SCARBOROUGH, 1930 t th ' B E TTY BEURY, 1930 JEAN MARKLEY, 19 29 one was delighted with the plan. This 
0 no mg. Is his drunkenness due 
ELIZABETH coussIRA'l'. 1930 I year the same system is in effect. A to the desire for congenial companion-
KATHERINE KING, 1930 ----------------------------------~ memb~ cl fue faoolly e~h w~k ~ ili~? Tuilam~mcle~a~fromfue 
Published weekly during the college year by a board or students ot Wellesley College. kind enough to speak to US during hard facts of life? Is it spasmodic or 
Subscriptions, two dollars per annum In advance. Single copies, six cents each. All th habitual h b "t f l 
contributions should be made In the News office by 7 ::io P. M. Saturday at the latest and ose very short fifteen minutes. Since ; a a I O ong standing or 
should be addressed to Sally M. Loomis. All advertising matter should be In the business there is so much to be said and so lit- a newly acquired one? If it is a road 
otnce by 2 :30 P . M., Friday. Al l alumnae news should be sent to Laura Dwight, Wellesley, t 
Mass. All business communications and subscriptions should be sent to the Wellesley tle time to say it in-it is absolutely 0 companionship, how can this need 
<.::all ege News, Wellesley, Mass. b t · Entered a s second-class m a tter, October 10. 1919 , at the Post Offi ce at Wellesley necessary that everyone be prompt in e me in some other way; what other 
Branch, Boston, Mass., under the Act or March 3, 1879. Acceptance for malling at arriving. Billings has so many squeaks sorts of activity will appeal to him and 
special rates or postage provided for In section 1103, Act of October 3, 1917, authorized t th October 30, 1919. and noises that it is impossible for a e same time satisfy his gre-
anyone to hear-and extremely im- garious instinct? If drinking is an 
WANTED FOR 
polite to our speaker-if people come avenue of escape what is he trying to 
PUBLICATION neath is the legend-"They calculate 
- - +- . - but do they build?" in late. So the doors close promptly at avoid,-business troubles, wifely nag-
Th 
8: 15, and no one can enter after that ging, inferiority complex? · How can it 
e appearance of the Vassar Jour- The fact that Mt. Holyoke can print 
l f U d d 
time. It isn't very much harder to be removed, and what other means of 
na o n ergra uate Studies calls for a cartoon which fits Wellesley like a 
comment. Too often is it true that glove, and probably pertains to Smith come on time than a few minutes late. escape can be supplied or how can he 
t d t t 1 + 
be brought to face a situation instead 
s u en papers are pure men a feats, and Vassar as well, has significance. --- ---
unrelated to the progress of the field J And Mt. Holyoke is right when she COLLECTORS HOT ON TRAIL OF of running away from it? One man 
of knowledge in which they have their puts a burden of responsibility upon SAMPLES OF OLD CARTOGRAPHY had acquired the habit because he 
b · s t' h th · + couldn't read or write. Put to work emg. ome imes, owever, an excep- e semor class. Four years just passed -- --
tional student puts exceptional vision of bucking college problems gives a "Among all ye Cheats that ye World at an early age he had never gone 
into the following out of a subject, and senior a point of view impossible to a are dayly abus'd with, none have late- to school although he was "American 
the result is lost, except for the writer member of the faculty or to an Alumna ly been more Scandalous than that of born and of American parentage" and 
and the sole reader. A wider circle of several years out. The value of that Maps, sometimes New Ones are put had all his life been so ashamed of his 
readers would make the paper more view-point must not be exaggerated- out by Ignorant Pretenders. Some- ignorance that to admit it was positive 
living,-would give it significance as a but neither must it be overlooked. times mean and imperfect forreign torture. Once in a young men's Bible 
real contribution to learning. The Wellesley has changed her entrance Maps arc Copi'd and publish'd by class he had been asked to read and 
Vassar solution is interestingly worked requirements, and slightly changed re- them as their own, and haveing no his polite refusal being rejected by 
out; the last number includes a paper quired subjects. However, as was Judgment or Knowledge of what is the zealous teacher anxious to bring 
on the legal obligations between China pointed out in a former editorial, we good or bad, correct or incorrect, They out this bashful boy had finally 
and Great Britain, a study of Words- cannot detect a great deal of rime or basely impose on the Publick ... " shamefacedly admitted that he could 
worth as a mystic, a translation of a reason in some of the changes. Waiv- Thus reads an advertisement on a not read. Another time he had been 
Spanish poem and a history of the ing the melodrama of the situation, it Moll Map of 1711, and its charges are caught earnestly perusing a magazine 
atom, among other things. It is en- really is up to us, standing on the readily credible after an examination upside down. And so embarrassing ex-
tertaining, and could not but be a threshold of separation and consequent of some of the quaint · old maps, now posures had gone on the man cringing 
source of pride to the college. This sue- uselessness as a body, to do some con- so much in vogue with collectors, more and more before each catastro-
cess is suggestive of larger solutions structive thinking on college education which Hathaway House is displaying. phe and finding solace chiefly in the 
There might be a nationwide publica- as a problem. we had not realized that map col- saloon where nobody asked you to read 
tion, which would cull the best from Of course, we are not advocating that lect ing was every bit as fascinating as or write and jolly companions put 
all the colleges. If this is too idealistic things be made too smooth for seniors the hobby of the bibliophile, the phila- troubles aside. To come in on a case 
we may limit the suggestions to Wel- of the future! telist or the numismatist. of this sort when the real cause of the 
lesley, where the Literary Review trouble is almost completely hidden and The maps in demand are being torn 
might assume the task in part, or once unearthed must be treated with 
F P C l from old atlases, many of which date where an annual publication might in- ree ress 0 umn infinite delicacy calls for something back to the sixteenth century. Need- more than crude technique. 
elude the theses of honoring students, 




There is in Weilesley an organiza-
tion which opens its membership to 
all classes-past, present, and future-
and which is by nature as wide as by 
membership. The Students' Aid ·so-
ciety is an important factor in maeiy 
lives; it is a personality which guides 
and befriends any who call upon it. 
In the life of the college it plays an 
important part as well, since it makes 
possible the scholarships which give 
us many of our best students. The 
bulletin which appeared last spring 
was a revelation, illustrating as it did 
the work of the organization,-the 
helpful budgeting and the ingenious 
ways in which students earn. This 
year, the second of increased tuition, 
there ~ay be more emergencies. But 
always, given here, your Pay Day dol.:. 
lar will contribute to the best interests 




As we sit in our editorial chair in 
the quiet of the Dug-out (it is quiet 
on occasron) , we are led to meditate 
rather soberly upon the fact that this 
really is 28's senior year. Not that it's 
a fact of great importance-one takes 
it for granted, so naturally has it 
come about-until one begins to think 
about it. 
And at this point we are reminded 
of a cartoon printed in the first issue 
of the Mount Holyoke News this year. 
A lone figure in the Canoe of "Higher 
Education" is paddling down the 
stream of "College Problems." In her 
path are the Rocks of "Required Sub-
jects," the Quicksands of "Honors Sys-
tems," the Shoals of "Curriculum." ... 
On the bank stand the seniors labeled 
All contributions for this column 
must be signed with the full name 
of the author. Initials or numerals 
will be used if the writer so desires. 
The Editors do not hold them-
less to say, those which attempt to pic-
ture the New World are most precious, 
bringing what would seem huge sums 
Another principle of work brought 
out was that of oi.ever treating a case 
in isolation,-always to try to get the 
for maps, whereas old maps of any whole picture-what sort of family life 
sort are being sold at prices which vie does your client have; is he a con-
with those of old books. selves responsible for opinions and spicuous improvement on the rest of 
statements in this column. Some of the maps which may be his relatives or a black sheep ; has his 
Contributions should be in the 




To the Wellesley College News: 
seen at Hathaway's have been sent out progress in general taken a downward 
from the firm of Charles E. Goodspeed or an upward trend; is the impression 
m Boston and were purchased abroad of him given by his past employers in 
by Louis A. Holman, in charge of the harmony with that given by his wife 
map department and the author of a or not; and so on- always trying to get 
charming little book which attempts the pers9nality of the individual in its 
to give a brief survey of the huge sub- fullest and fairest light. Of course this 
ject of "Old Maps and Their Makers" sort of investigation must not be ruth-
We have noted with considerable in a small space. less. Unless some sort of exploitation 
interest the many workmen who have "When map-making began," says is strongly suspected people are not 
been trotting about with wheel-bar- Mr. Holman, "maps were not casual interviewed against the will of the 
rows removing piles of sand from one t hings; they were laboriously drawn client. 
green lawn on the campus to the other. on cloth and papyrus, cut on wood and The use of all the resources avail-
This activity is particularly evident in stone, engraved on silver and bronze, able is another characteristic of good 
the court back of Tower. We suggest painted in frescoes, woven in tapes- case work. If another person can turn 
that if the college is so hard up for tries and set in mosaic pavements." a certain trick better than you can by 
sand that it look to the tennis courts all i· t h . The maps which old atlases are means en Is IS services. Relatives 
which at the present time present an i·n a t' 1 l bl · yielding to the avid collector were done P r icu ar are va ua e m this ca-
appearance very much like the desert 
of Sahara. All summer the sand crop 
has been growing on the tennis courts 
and now it has reached the propor-
tions of a veritable bumper crop. Those 
enterprising persons who enjoy beach 
games may be seen slamming ace shots 
over the net. These shots are guaran-
teed to ·be unreturnable since they 
bury themselves immediately and re-
quire several minutes of extensive ex-
cavations to locate their whereabouts. 
Love sets for those who serve are the 
order of the day. 
no less painstakingly, being highly or- pacity. I remember one case of a 
namented and bearing the fascinating woman who just could not be con-
descriptive text which has been so vinced that a certain operation was 
much imitated in the recent maps of essential. All forms of persuasion and 
London, Boston, Wellesley, etc. Mr. reason had failed until the worker dis-
Holman says, "As to how far descrip- covered that a very deep affection ex-
tive text on the face of the map should isted between the client and her twin 
be allowed to interfere with its pie- brother whom she had not seen for 
torial clearness is a nice question, since several years. Connections were im-
both these qualities are valuable. The mediately made with the much-adored 
maps of Moll and Sanson represent the \>rother who was easily convinced oI 
descriptive class carried to an extreme; the necessity of the operation and who 
their products seem to be almost an in a few words was able to obtain his 
attempt to superimpose the features sister's consent. Much of the skill of 
In addition several nearly fatal dis- of a book upon a map. . . . . The an experienced worker lies in this 
putes have occurred regarding the old cartographers liked their maps to very use of all the available resources. 
question of whether the ball went over look richly filled so they enthusiasti- A characteristic of modern social 
the net or through it. After all even cally threw in compass roses in bril- work especially in contrast to old types 
fishermen repair their nets-and in an liant colors, and arrows, to show the of "charity" is the emphasis on the 
institution of higher education-. North; elephants and ostriches and use of the client's own plans for him-
In other words why not use a few of wonderful nondescript monsters, to self. The social worker is not on a 
the men who have been inlaying paths show the land; ships, a hundred times case to do things "to" and "for" peo-
not to speak of bobbing trees in too. large, and leviatham and behe- ple but rather "through" and "with" 
as the eighty best engineers while be- smoothing out the tennis beaches, and moths to show the sea." (Continued on Page 6, Column 2) 
We aim tQ please, so, in answer to 
the Free Press (yes, both free and 
pressing) about fiies, Adonias has 
made an invention. Now only a Gold-
berg i.s needed to put it in practical 
working order. In outline form, it is 
this : 
Snore (A) from sleeping beauty (B) 
starts vibrations (C) in tuning fork 
(D) . Vibrations set up electric current 
in wire (E) which rings bell (F) wak-
ing trained white rat (G), who pushes 
lever (H), dropping sledge hammer on 
nose of (B) , thus removing the buzzing 
offender (J ), and allowing sleeping 
beauty (B) fifteen minutes more of 
valuable rest. 
This guaranteed exterminator will 
be sold at the Hathaway House Book-
shop. Line will please form to the 
east, but must be limited in length be-
cause of the proximity of the Atlantic 
Ocean. 
Campaigns for charities, contribu-
tions and subscriptions are plentiful 
enough, but here is a suggestion for 
one which should be popular because 
it asks you for nothing at all: 
BIGGER and BETTER ASH-TRAYS 
Should be placed in every college room 
at the expense of 
THE WELLESLEY COLLEGE 
GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
Shall we call it a campaign of-
Passive Resistance? 
HA! HA! 
A Hymn of Thanksgiving 
'28, '29, and '30 too. 
Last year as happy as could be were 
you. 
'You 'll get exams when Senior year is 
done-
All former classes envy you that fun. 
'28, '29, and '30 too, 
Now you 're so glad, you don't know 
what to do. 
When you were freshmen, math did 
annoy-
All future classes envy you that joy. 
Overheard at Step-singing: 
(After singing "Where Oh Where?") 
One Frosh: What do the Juniors go 
out from? 
Second Frosh: Hobbes and Da kar. . 
Third Frosh: Hops and Date Cards. 
Second Frosh: Oh Hops and Date 
Cards! 
First Frosh: Oh! 
(This is true-signed ADON AIS.) 
Hey diddle diddle 
The Cat and the Fiddle 
Is Music Hall the worst? 
As I was walking down the street 
A Freshman met my eye 
Her high French heels upon her feet 
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OUT TOMORROW! 
WHEN WE WERE S!X 
Another Christopher Robin book. 
THE 
SA TTEN SHOP I 
extends greetings to its old pa-
trons and welcomes the new-
LUNCHEON TEA DINNER 
11.30 to 7 .30 




Evenings at 7 :00 
l\lon .• \\'e!l. , a nd Sn t. aftern()()ns at 2.30 
Fri. and Sat., Oct. 14 and 15 
l\IILTOX SlLLS a nd l\IARY ASTOR in 
"The Sea Tiger" 
rathe :'\ews Co m edy Pa.the R evie w 
Mon. and Tues., Oct. 17 and 18 
JOH:'\ BARRYMORE in 
" Don Juan " 
PATHE !'\EWS SCEXIC 
W ed . and Thurs., Oct. 19 and 20 
FRED THOJ\IPSOX in 
"Silver Comes Through" 
"FOOTBALL SENSE" 
COMEDY AESOP'S FABLE 
Fri . and Sat., Oct. 21 and 22 
RAYl\10:'\D GRIFFITH in 
"Time to Love" 
Pathe X e w s Comed~- Patbe Review 
Harper Method Scalp Treatments 
S H Al\IPOOIXG FACIALS MANICURING 
COl\IB and J!'IXGER WAVIXG ALSO l\IARC:ELl'XG 
ANNA M. RYAN 
34 WABAX nLDG. , 3rd Floor, Well esle~', l\Iass. Tt>l. \\'e llesley 04'12-1\1 
STORAGE SERVICE 
IF there is the least doubt in your mind as to where to 
STORE your CAR, ask any of the girls who are storing 
with us. Your car could not receive better care and atten· 
tion if you had your own Chauffeur here. 
ROBERT G. SMITH 
GARAGE 
Washington and Kingsbury Street, 
Tel. Wei. 1276 or 1578 
The Theater 
further his own ends. Joseph Dailey were rather good with frequent felicity 
did the best character work in the of phrase, and uquestionable sincerity. 
play in his remarkably fine portrayal Miss Turner's devotion to England is 
of Nat Glidden, a typical old New one of her pleasantest characteristics ; 
ARLINGTON-Fritz Leiber in Shakes- Englander. Each of the cast helped and we were delighted to have her be-
pearean Plays. create the atmosphere of a small town gin her reading with Going Up to Lon-
COLONIAL-Pardon Me! in Maine. There was one minor detail don which is one of the most charming 
COPLEY-Murray Hill. which contributed especially to the expressions of it . 
ROLLIS-Wooden Kimono. reality of the situation and which sur- But Miss Turner's best vein is the 
PLYMOUTH-Broadway. prised us so pleasantly that it deserves lightly humorous. The brightening of 
REPERTORY-Christopher Morley's mention, and that is the fact that her duller poems is almost always due 
Pleased to Meet You. Captain McCobb did not respond to to a smiling little line. Going Up to 
SHUBERT-The Circus Princess. curtain calls after his death. London itself would be less attractive 
MAJESTIC-Ned McCobb's Daughter. ---+--- without touches like that of the per-
TREMONT-Eddie Dowling in Honey- FRITZ LEIBER plexed king greeting the new arrival. 
moon Lane. --+-- She can transform an apparently im-
WILBUR-Crime with Chester Norris Hamlet, though it is usually con- possible subject like the rainbows in 
and New York Cast. sidered one of the hardest parts in the laundry suds, into a very amusing 
- --+--- drama, is nevertheless one of the poem-which is a gift And we wish to 
NED McCOBB'S DAUGHTER easiest to get an effect in. This is thank Miss Bates heartily for insisting 
- - +-- owing doubtless, to the infinite number upon the rendition of To a Staring 
We have a vague recollection of of interpretations possible which gives Baby. We know that poem already 
h:l.ving seen Ned McCobb's Daughter an infinite freshness to the play no pretty well, but we would not have 
announced as a New England comedy. matter how well one knows it. And missed it for a sixpence. 
Whether our memory plays us false or in addition Hamlet is one of the most E. V. F. 192'8: 
not, we would disagree with such a appealing characters ever conceived in ---+----
description-the New England setting literature. Wherefore any production FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN 
we admit, but we did not recognize the of Hamlet, if it escape the ridiculous 
main theme of the play as comedy, al- at all, is sure to be enthralling. 
though an ending with all difficulties Mr. Fritz Leiber's production is not 
-+--
Oct. 14-15 
solved prevented it from being real just any one, nor yet, merely an aver- Milton Sills in The Sea Tiger plays 
tragedy. We do not mean to imply, age one. Neither is it superlative. A to-morrow and Saturday. Here is a 
however, that the play lacked humor, competant, workmanlike, intelligent in- film with a new kind of villain-the 
for amusing bits were scattered terpretation it is. The company has dearly loved brother of a strong, stal-
throughout. The plot, however, was taken no liberties with Shakespeare, wart, Canary Island fisherman. The 
so excellently developed and the nor have they worshipped him too younger brother, jealous of the other's 
characters so well handled that the blindly. Taking the performance all in prowess, takes a weak revenge by try-
play may be recommended to brighten all it was commendable, and what is ing to win the love of the girl in the 
the dullest afternoon or evening. more, interesting. 
The story was based on the old idea The first scenes opened rather tame-
of the erring husband and the hard- ly. But as the play progressed each of 
working wife, but it was redeemed the actors warmed more into the spirit 
by a rather fresh treatment and the of the play. Mr. Leiber was always in-
teresting and he played the soliloquies, 
case. The situation trys everyone's 
patience to the utmost,-until the 
supreme scene of sacrifice when the 
Sea Tiger risks his life to save his 
brother's. 
Oct. 17-18 decided contrast in their characters, 
the one having been a sickly taxi-driv-
er and the other being an energetic 
New England girl. The greatest merit 
of the play was its ability to hold one's 
particularly, with a depth of feeling and Monday and Tuesday the Playhouse 
yet a fine restraint which seems un- is . presenting John Barrymore in Don 
usually intelligent and sympathetic. Juati which in slang is a "wow." Just 
interest through well-sustained sus-
pense. There was progression in each 
act; new complications kept arising so 
that for a time it seemed well nigh 
impossible for Carrie to win her way 
out of the difficulties caused by 
George's delinquencies. 
The part of Carrie was excellently 
played by Haraldine Humphrey to 
bring out all the force of her self-re-
!iant nature. The easiest and most 
finished performance was given by 
John Cromwell as Babe Callahan, the 
smooth, yet likeable, schemer who saw 
in Carrie's troubles an opportunity to 
BOSTOS 
nouncement of Our 
Birthday! It should 
be greatly to your 
advantage! 
Dresses, Coats, Hats, 
Blouses, S k i r t s, 
Scarfs, Silk Under-
wear, Knitted Suits, 
Sweaters, Stockings, 
Riding Togs. 






- holds picture 7 x 9 inches. 
Polished levant leather, sreen, 
tan, brown, purple, pink and 
blue, with sold tooled decora-
tion. 
TPavel Photo Cases, $1.25 up 
The World's Greatest Leather Stores 
Boston, 145 Tremont St., near Temple Pl. 
N ew York , 404 Fifth Ave., 175 Broadway. 
Dealers Throughout The World 
His scenes with Polonius were always 
amusing. The supporting cast cannot 
boast of being of the same caliber. 
Polonius made the most of his part. 
The King had a commanding presence 
and a deep voice which helped out his 
unpretentious acting. Laertes did well 
except when he should have ranted. On 
the whole the men were better than the 
what a "wow" is we can't say but Don 
Juan is a ripping good love story based 
on several historical facts such as the 
destruction of a prison when the river 
Tiber overflowed. Laid in a setting of 
historic grandeur with John Barry-
more, beloved of women, as a young 
god, and full of thrilling actions-it 's 
a film that will take you far from 
women, although Ophelia was very 
pretty and charming in the mad scene. campus. 
---+---
GRASS The play progressed with very short 
waits between the scenes. Indeed so 
swiftly and tirelessly did scene succeed 
scene that one ten minute intermission 
would have been gratefully appreciated. 
All the scenes went well except the last 
which Shakespeare has succeeded in 
making as difficult as possible. The 
grave-diggers scene as usual was suc-
cessful. The actors supplied a little 
extra humour in action, perhaps un-
necessary, but certainly no worse than 
that already written in. 
The company will be in Boston two 
weeks after this one. Their repertoire 
includes Othello, The Taming of the 
Shrew, Romeo and Juliet, The Mer-
chant of Venice, Macbeth, Julius Cae-
sar, Twelfth Night, and Hamlet. 
CAMPUS CRITIC 
NANCY BYRD TURNER 
- - +- -
One of the most attractive of Wel-
lesley's institut ions was begun for this 
year on October 4 in Billings Hall, 
when Miss Nancy Byrd Turner gave 
the first of the Poets' Readings and 
permitted us to see in the flesh a 
writer with whom most of us are men-
t,ally familiar. Miss Turner selected 
impartially from the various divisions 
of her work, beginning with a group 
of her English poems, and passing on 
through sonnets, nature verses, and 
lighter efforts, to The Ballad of Lucky 
Lindbergh, which was read as part of 
Boston's official ' welcome to the flyer. 
Each group the poet pleasantly pre-
faced by informal comment. 
On the whole Miss Turner does bet-
.ter in her sonnets and airy nothings. 
"'i'he Ballad of Lucky Lindbergh is not 
sincere enough to stand so very· sus-
tained and rarefied a height; and the 
garden verses, though brightening in 
an occasional phrase are pretty much 
colorless, as shown to our satisfaction 
by the fact that by no effort can we 
remember any of them.. .But the son-
nets-and on reflection, most of the 
English verses, irrespective of form, 
--+--
That remarkable picture, Grass, the 
story of nomad wanderings after the 
ever receding pasture lands, is to be 
shown at the Exeter Theater at 10:30, 
Saturday morning, October 29, for the 




M. I. T. To Have Honors System 
Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy will initiate Honors groups in the 
Sophomore English course. Professor 
Rogers will introduce a tutorial system 
for men who have shown promise in 
their first year work. Three groups of 
perhaps a dozen each will be formed, 
members within the group working in-
dependently and meeting their tutors in 
w~ekly conferences. Each student will 
do specialized work, work not included 
in other cultural departments. A great 
Qeal of reading and background ma-
terial is required. 
Experimental College Opens 
Dr. Alexander Meiklejohn, in open-
ing the new experimental college at the 
University of Wisconsin spoke of the 
day as a birthday, calling their only 
gift the gift of existence. The task of 
these new adventurers in the educa-
tional world is , according to Dr. Meikle-
john, the task of understanding what 
is happening to us in the midst of the 
complexities of our civilization. The 
first few weeks will be devoted to a 
study of the Athenian civilization, stres-
sing the Periclean Age. Attention will 
be given to Pericles' famous speech, 
to the philosopher of the market place , 
Socrates, and to the drama of the 
period. 
Princeton Religious Society 
The Philadelphian Society or the Y. 
M. C. A. of Princeton University will 
function again this year tinder the lead-
ership of its new graduate chairman, 
Ernest Bartell, class of '27, in ember of 
Phi Beta Kappa and varsity football 
!1. 
(Continued on Page 6, C<?lumn ·:Z? 
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Out From Dreams and 
Theories 
ITEMS ABOUT WOMEN 
--+--
.· OTHER COLLEGES 
--+- -
(Continued from Page 5, Column 5) 
--+--
man. The Society officers resigned last 
year when charges of Buchmanism 
w0 re brought against them by students. 
Miss Susie Walking Bear, a full-'- Though absolved of charges by the in-
blooded Crow Indian, is the first of her vestigation committee of Dr. Hibben's, 
tribe to attain a professional position. the organizati.on, remained inactive 
She is graduating from a nurses' train- throughout Spring term. 
ing school. Health Put First 
A twenty-four year old girl is seeking 
the office of mayor of C:mcJrd , New President Angell , in his speech of 
welcome to the Freshmen, placed health 
Hampshire, in the coming elections. fi t . 11 l"f I11 answer to the rs m co ege I e. She is a graduate of the University of ques tion, "What talents .are most essen-
tial for an honorable and happy four Nicaragua has just sent as Vice- years at Yale ," Dr. Angell replied, Consul to San Diego a young girl twen-
New Hampshire. 
"Physical vigor and health." He stressed 
ty-three years of age. the fact that college today concerns it-
One fourth of the women in the self, not with the health of the athlete 
United States are employed in money- alone, but with that of every under-
earning occupations. graduate. 
The board of education of Easton, 
Pa., has adopted an interesting system: 
hereafter teachers in .the elementary 
---+- ·- --
CORILLA BRODNAX EXPLAINS 
COMING STUDENT CONVENTION 
schools, the Junior High School and --+- -
the Senior High School will receive the !Continued from Page 1, Column 1) 
same salary, provided they have the 
same training and experience. 
It is interesting to note, that five 




years are open to students in the col- I 
leges and universities of the United j 
States and Canada. Four years ago 
Wellesley sent a group of delegates to 1
1 
the Indianapolis Convention and, we _ _.... ...... ~ ........ '-""-"'"" 
Miss Florence Jackson, of the Per-
sonnel Bureau, is spending two weeks at 
Mt. Holyoke interviewing each member 
of the sophomore class with a view to 
vocational guidance. She will t hen hold 
like conferences with the Junior Col-
lege Students at Bradford. 
---+---
hope, will do so again. 
"The theme of this convention is STORIES 
"Making Christ and His Way of L~iefe_ I of Barbi· zon Known the World Round-a Jomt 
sponsibility." There are many un-
What is the actual need for Foreign N 1824, two artists, Claude Alegny 
Missions? " "Do missionaries help or and Phillipe Le Dieu "discovered" 
portant questions to be answered-1 ~ Number One 
hinder? " "Have we the right to foist the hamlet of Barbizon. Having lost 
KNOWLEDGE OF INDIVIDUAL IS themselves in the Forest of Fontainebleu 
REQUIRED IN GOOD CASE WORK our religious ideas upon others?" With whither they had gone to sketch, they wer~ 
--+- - a view to hearing· all sides of the cur- led to Barb1zon by a shepherd. The beau-
( Continued from Page 4, Column 4) rent opinion there are to be represen- ties of the place so impressed them that 
--+-- tatives of various nations to present the they remained to paint, spreading the news 
them,-a sort of outside person who of their find among their artist friends. 
viewpoints of their respective peoples. Miller, Corot, Daubigny, Rousseau and 
sees the situation as a whole above the Henry Hodgkin, distinguished author orhers came ... and stayed. The "Bar-
smoke of battle, who takes the place ot' "The Christian Revolution," has bizon School" came into being. A new 
of the legal adviser, the nerve doctor, been asked to open the Convention. and revolutionary technique was born ... 
and new names added to the scroll of fame. the influential friends, and the travel- There are to be forum discussions 
ing companions of the well-to-do who morning and evening, with the after-
are h aving difficulties or as social ser- noons given over to dramatics, concerts 
vice slang puts it have been "snowed and social events. In order to prevent 
under" or "reached the jumping off the aimless wandering of most discus-
place." sion groups representative men have 
The present attitude of social work- been asked to lead the forums. These 
ers at least as we were shown it in will be groups of one hundred, appar-
Junior Month is that of a doctor to ently a large number but, indeed, a 
his patients. Dependency and crime small one in comparison with the five 
1 
are thought of as social diseases and thousand who will attend the conven-
the client worthy of careful treatment tion. 
by virtue of his ailment. A worker "We want this college generation to 
would no more think of rejecting a know about the Student Movement," I 
case of needs because the family was said Miss Brodnax. "More than ever 
not "worthy" than a doctor would re- the American student is feeling his re-
fuse to treat the little boy who broke sponsibility in the world and is ceas-
his leg falling from Farmer Brown's 
private apple tree. 
Of course in one short month we 
were a ble only to scratch the surface 
of things. But it was a most interest-
ing month and stirred up many ideas 
which text books on "dependency and 
ing to keep within the rather narrow 
limits of his college or university. The 
S tuden t Volunteer Movement is par-
ticularly interested in the student who 
is planning t o go into some kind of 
foreign service and to this end has in-
stituted a number of boards, each of 
crime" and "psychopathic cases" had which takes charge of one type of 




serves to unify the system, as well as 
to spread interest 
"For the Convention we want stu-
dents who can think clearly and with-
THE BARBIZON, an innovation in 
club residences, was designed and 
built not merely for women- but 
for a particular type of woman. In-
to its planning has gone the most 
earnest consideration of the large 
and small factors that contribute to 
the comforts of the business and 
professional woman. 
New York's Club Residence for Business and 
ProfeHional Women with r<io rooms reserved 
for Students of Art, Drama , and Music 
140 EAST SIXTY-THIRD STR EET , NEW YORK 
WILLIAM H . SILK, Pm;dent 
·>-=========::========= ~· 
LOST!! 
A black leather portable victrola with 
the name "Bear Cub" lined with gold 
and black checks. R~ward , if returned 
to 
VlVlAN CAl\IISA . 
:3 l ·l Claflin HaJl. 
It will interest friends of the Music 
Department to know that Professor 
and Mrs. MacDougall are expected to 
return from Europe in Mid-October. 
Professor MacDougall is managing the 
Concert Series this year as he has in 
the past. 
out prejudice. In other words we want 
not enthusiastic quantity, but intelli- SUBSCRIBE TO THE NEWS' 
The Ohio Club held a meeting on 
Friday evening, CJctober 7, at Phi 
Sigma. 
The old girls at Severance enter-
tained the new at a Backward Party, 
Friday evening, October 7. 
Miss Kendrick spoke at Severance 
Sunday afternoon on the Lausanne 
Conference. 
Engaged 
Mr. William F. Seward announces 
the engagement of his daughter, 
Phoebe Sargent, to Theodore Dwight 
Bunce. 
Married 
Marjorie. Boyd to Roger Plaisted, 
. June. 29, iQ27. Mrs. Plaisted returned 
this fall to the Zoology Department. 
Ruth L. Richardson to Mr. L.inus 
Seymour Jeffers, Sep~emper 28. Mrs. 
Jeffers has been multigrapher of the 
college' for some years. " 
gent quality." 
AT WELLESLEY INN 
"When dreary without 
' Tis cheery within '' 
Wellesley Sanitary Barber Shop 
J.a s tc,:;t s tyl e in ladies' hnirc utt ing tlon e b~· e x1wrt b iu ·b<•r,. . S h a nwoo aJl<l 
~1.,1l11 t;reat 111 L0 11t a " I•ec i aH~" TIDS I S THF. O~J,Y COT.LEG 1·; UAR.BER SHOP. 
'-(~ les, courte~y, se rvice nr e gunrnnteed at moclenLt,e 1 rrice;:. 
SPECIAL OFFER-ORIGAN DE PARIS 
a v•: r~· be>"t grade perfume which regulad~· se lls for $:{ 1u•r bottle, for the benefit 
fl f our good c ust.omet">I will b e so lcl . for $0. !>5. Only one bott.le to a '. "pustomer. 
Or1en evenl11gs un til 8 P. l\J . 
V. S. MARTINO, Proprietor 
\\' here the car stO Jl~ . 
563 WASHINGTON STREET 
)lext to \V e llesley Frui t Co. 
One of J,:ifeJs 
'Darker LAloments 
r(Q)H~N you disc.over t hat 
) o ur deadiy rival for the 
titl e of "the best dressed girl 
in wells ma csar,, has chosen 
the id~ntical model in fur 
ccats tha.t you had counteJ 
on t o win yo u fir t place! 
MORAL: Choose yours at 
Gunther's, where each coat 
1s an individual creation. 
Sports Furs 
Beemer Russian Pony 
Barnn Du~i Grey Krimmer 
Mus~rat N_utria Raccoon 
Gunther Sportswear 




FIFTH A VENUE AT 36th STREET 
NEW YORK 
Do you want a 
free trip abroad? 
In each college a few students 
will be chosen as representa-
tives of the Literary Guild of 
America. In return for their co-
operation they will become el-
igible for membership in Schol-
arship Tours with all expenses 
paid. Why not be among those 
from your College? Write now: 
DIRECTOR SCHOLARSHIP TOU RS 
LITERARY GUILD OF AMERICA 
55 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. 
Printin15 
We specialize in School 
and ColleE,e work. Our 
many years experience in 
h a n d 1 i n 8 this class of 
work makes it possible 
for us to offer you an un-
surpassed service. 
[!] 





The Graphic Press 
12 Centre Place 
Newton, Massachusetts 
Tel. Newton North 0077 
WHY COD MADE HELL 
Do you I< now why"! I f yo u don't, you should 
1 a rn 0'~'-at on . On r e vi ew.er has 
s ·:1. icl : "W h e n D a n t w e n t to HELL he m ust 
h av st e r·ed c lear oC Lhe Toasting apparatus. 
. . it r e m a in e d for Dr. Sa uabra h to interest-
ing ly ancl f ea r som ely desc r ibe t h e nether re-
g ions ." Ov e r 2,00 0, 000 h av r ead it. Why 
not you? One Dollar postpa id. 
LH E A ro HE•RALD, .J ohn son City, r. Y. 
WABAN LODGE 
Large Pleasant Rooms for Tran-
sients or Permanent Guests at 
11 WABAN STREET 
Breakfasts served if desired 
Telephone 0218-W 
LOST 
A half-grown, o; m a.11, wire-haired fo . 
terrier. Ulack antl wJ1ite s1wts . Last 
seen in v ici ni t3· of golf lb1ks. Disa1>1Jeared 
on SeI1tember 2'i . Please .. eturn to Mrs.. 
\\'hitehouse , 710 Washington St., 'We llesley. 
SUBSCRIBE TO THE NEWS-
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS 
M. DESCLOS LECTURES leges of Louisiana take this means of 
ON MONET THE ARTIST expressing ... our conviction that race 
--+-- relations in the Southwest should be 
<Continued from Page 2, Column 3) 
--+--
religious in type. Now the State pro-
vided the means of learning the more 
elementary facts. The Departments 
were split up into communes of equal 
size and each commune supported a 
building and staff for children from 
6 to 13 years of age. From the ele-
mentary schools one could go on to 
secondary schools or even to higher 
courses if he so desired. The Minister 
of Education is a member of the Cab-
inet, under whom are three directors, 
one for Primary, one for Secondary, 
and one for Superior education. The 
Higher Council of Education, composed 
of experts nominated by the Minister 
and elected from teaching professors; 
and the Academic Council and the 
councils of inspection are also advisory 
bodies. 
improved by increased activity of the 
inter-racial commissions. We request 
that students be placed on all inter-
racial comrmss1ons, because: first, 
Christian student opinion on this sub-
ject has a right to be considered; this 
Council is rightfully concerned about a 
Christian adjustment of human rela-
tionships; and, second, because the in-
ter-racial commissions will in turn se-
cure a direct means of influencing stu- 1 
dent opinion, and through it, public 
opinion. We, the Council, therefore of-
fer our services to the inter-racial com-
missions of the states of the Southwest 
in helping to influence public opinion 
and to guarantee, first: equal justice 
in_ t~e c~urts to all races, and second: I 
ellmmation of mob violence at all 
costs." 
---+---
RADICALS ATIEMPT TO DOWN 
EXAMINATIONS AT YENCHING 
--+--
Peking, June 20, 1927. 
Modern Primary education is com -
pulsory for all children from 6 to 13 
years of age. All instruction is free 
and is utterly undenominational, al-
though a holiday is declared one day Dear Friends of Yenching: 
a week on which parents may give This memorable year in the history 
whatever religious instruction they of Christian education in China came 
wish. to a successful and conventional close 
at Yenching with Commencement last Secondary equcation is of two kinds, 
the Higher Primary School which pro- Monday· It is almost unbelievable to 
vides for vocational training, and the us who have gone through the uncer-
Lycee, in which instruction is liberal, tainties of the past year to realize that 
cultural, and non-vocational. Educa- we were able to cany through success-
tion is provided for both boys and fully. When almost every other Uni-
girls; there is no co-education. The versity in China has had to close its 
curriculum is drawn up by the Min- doors some of the time this year, we 
are humble to think that we could ister's council in which courses are 
mapped out, tabulated and balanced. complete our work. i 
Classes last from October to July, and But we have not been without our 
the subjects are proportioned week by storms, and two weeks ago it was as if 
week as to hours. The curriculum a cyclone had suddenly struck us. We 
contains two kinds of subjects; classi- weathered it, though we came out a 
cal, including Latin and Greek, and little battered and worn. At that 
modern, including modern languages time the Southern Army made some 
and sciences. These are parallel until rapid advances in the North, and it 
the last year, when they are combined looked as if they might soon get up 
for the finishing course of Philosophy this way. Trouble-makers, planted by 
or Mathematics. Secondary education outside political agencies in the vari-
is not free, but the fee charged is very ous universities round about, began to 
small amounting to about twenty-six take advantage of the situation. Their 
dollars. If one has made an excep- :first move was to force Nankai, the big 
tionally good record on his examina-
tion he may be granted a scholarship. 
Superior education consists of from 
5 to 7 years in a university, after the 
secondary schooling. The work in the 
universities is more like graduate work 
here than like the ordinary college 
course, since it consists mainly of in-
dividual research. 
university in Tientsin, to shut down. 
They then sent a delegation to stir up 
the students at Tsing Hua, the in-
demnity college, our near neighbor, and 
within twenty-four hours, they were 
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 1) 
TO BUY or RENT 
Tables, chairs, lan111 shades, tea-wagon , 
1nateri11ls of all kincls The University of Paris, which is 
the largest of the 18 in France, has at Reni:;onal.>le l'rkei:; an<l best workmansb.111 
present 35,000 students, of which 3,500 I. GERBER 
40 Central Street 
are from nations other than France. wcnesle.,-, Mass. Tel. Wt•ll. 1582-W 
r 
''Enter Madame" 
A man may simply come into a 
room-but a woman makes an en-
trance. And that moment when all 
eyes turn toward her-when she 
is the center of attraction-well, 
it's either a trial or a triumph. 
But there are two ways of mak-
ing it always a triumph. One is to 
wear a new gown on every ap-
pearance. The other-somewhat 
more practical-is to let us dry-
clean your gowns frequently. They 
come back new-looking - and a 
woman's costume, like herself, is 




ON THE CAMPUS 
7 
The international aspect is as strong 
.as in the schools of Charlemagne ; 
there are many foreign exchange pro-
fessors, and the nations are construct-
ing separate buildings for their own 
students. 
SPECIAL·· PRICES · 
AND SPECIAL ATTENTION 
given t:;. all work brought· by 
siuden~s and faculty of Wellesley 
No Matter How Much 
You Learn ~guM~~2~s0~~i 
REMEMBER. Your 
mind will obey you just in proportion .to the 




PROBLEMS OF INTER-RACIAL 
RELATIONS AROUSE STUDENTS 
--+--
Interesting to anyone favoring jus-
tice when questions of race are con-
cerned, is the following incident. In 
Gary, Ind., the authority of the schools 
has been challenged by several hun-
dred high school students, striking in 
-protest against the presence of negroes 
in their classes. Student leaders de-
clared the strikers would not ret urn 
unless some concessions were granted 
by the Board of Education. Sugges-
tions for conditions on which to re-
turn to school, offered for approval to 
a mass meeting, were: "The negroes to 
be segregated in one corner; to be 
barred from athletics and other activi-
ties with the white youths;-no more 
negroes to be allowed to be enrolled 
and those already in attendance to be 
removed as soon as possible." It will 
be remembered that Indiana is a Klan 
state. 
A paragraph quoted in the Septem-
ber 'issue of The World Tomorrow 
shows an opposite standard. "In view 
of recent outrages in Little Rock, Ar-
kansas. Jackson, Mississippi, near 
Houston, Texas, and other places in the 
Southwest, we the Council of Chris-
tian Associations in the colleges and 
universities of Missouri , Arkansas, 
Texas, Oklahoma, and the colored col-
·College. Ther~fore we ask · yoµr · 
requiremenls you place upon it if you give it 
a chance. You can a lways remember if you Le Blanc asso rtetl colo r s, high grade No. 2 black lead, postpaiu. ases for six pencils, Mor-0cc-0, $1; 
·· patronage. ·· · ' :· · ... ,.;,. 
'· .• I 
t rain your ntind to serve yo u when and as you 
want i·t to serve. You can think and talk bllt-
ter a nd cleare1· with trai ning that will talrn 65 Central Street 
but a f e w minutes of your time. Prof. M. V. I 
Iea•tlter, 75c; lmita•ti-0n leather, 50c. 
W el. 1498 I~IFE AND HE1RALD, Johnson City, N. Y. 
,~ B~ L. ·KARTT 
"r AILOR · °AND CLEANS~ . 
Atwood, formerly of the N. Y. College of 
Agriculture at Ithaca, now Editor -0f Urtica 
Herald-Dispatch wrote: "I have all memory 
co urses and yours is best of lo t. You owe it 
to the public to publish it in book f<>nn." In 
response to this and other demands this 
Wellesley Squar~, .Opp. Post Office 
·: Telephon~ W~llesley . 0217-R. , · 
: . -~ ' '. ' • · .... 
I 
course has been issued in a handy little vol-
• · · · ume t-0 fit your pocicet an l •t he cost is but I 
Three Dollars postpa id unt•il December when 
· t • • • • Five Dolla1·s will be the price. l LIFE AND HERALD, Johnson City, N. Y. 
ir-· ~~~- .==-= .. ~~~=~~= - - I r- Send-yo~;-;;~th~; Flo~e~s o~ your 
11
!/ 
Iii Birthday 11!1 
J 11 
II Ii .... 
The "Wind Blown" Bob 
the "Raggedy Ann" Bob 
Have Them Right-at 
LOGANS 
40 CENTRAL STREET Wellesley 0017-J 
AUTOMOBILE STORAGE! 
Register Your Automobile 











!'I anywhece for you. ~:~ OUR GARAGE READY ON OCTOBER IOTH rn 
~',I! ilil ~::~ i'.:i 
Complete modern facilities. 
class . fireproof building. 
~ew heated garage, a first-
Coinpetent service men. 
11.'I ~RIST ;lil, ,l\ WELLESLEY C~~~~~A~EAUTO SERVICE !~: 




Thursday, Oct. 13: 4:00 P. M. Room 
124 Founders Hall. Academic Council. 
Friday, Oct. 14: 8:15 A. M. Morning 
Chapel. Dean Tufts will lead. 
7:30 P. M. Zeta Alpha House. Meet-
ing of the Circulo Castellano. 
Saturday, Oct. 15: 8: 15 A. M. Morn-
ing chapel. President Pendleton will 
lead. 
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS 
home at- once and take their examin- how tense the situation was for days, 
ations in the fall, that other students and how harassed we were, but it all 
who wished to stay might do so and blew over. Some members of the staff 
take their examinations at once, think we achieved a signal victory. 
which meant moving the examination We hear that the political agitators 
schedule up just one week. Meantime who were behind this movement feel 
the President and some reprsentative that they are so discredited with the 
members of the faculty had come to student body that they will not return 
the same conclusion, but the men to college next fall. 
students' counsels had brought them After all the furore, Commencement 
to a different one, that of refusing ab- came off peacefully enough, with the 
solutely to take any examinations. 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
are cordially invited to avail themselves of the 
facilities offered by this bank. We solicit your 
Checking and Savings Accounts and assure you (Evening) Freshman serenade. 
Sunday, Oct. 16: 11:00 A.M. Me- When they heard of the decision of the 
usual speeches, and parties, and fare-
wells, and it was as if never a ripple 
had ruffled the waters. Now we are 
trying to get dormitories painted, 
adequate plumbing installed, radiators 
put in condition to radiate next win-
that any business entrusted to us will 
our best attention. 
receive morial Chapel. Preacher, Rev. James 
M. Howard, South Street Presbyterian 
Church, Morristown, N. J. 
Monday, Oct. 17: 8:15 A. M. (prompt-
ly) Billings Hall. Current Events. Mr. 
Palmer will review events of the pre-
ceding week. 
Tues., Oct. 18: 8:15 A. M. Morning 
Chapel. President Pendleton will lead. 
Pay Day <A-L inclusive). 
4:40 P. M. Billings Hall. Foster Da-
mon of Cambridge will give the third 
of the autumn series of poet's readings. 
Wednesday, Oct. 19: 8:15 A. M. 
Morning Chapel. Mrs. Hodder will 
lead. 
Pay Day <M-Z inclusive). 
7 :00 P. M. Washington House. Chris-
tian Association Meeting. Rev. Charles 
Arbuckle of Newton Centre will speak 
on "Why I Am a Christian To-day." 
8:00 P. M. (punctually) Alumnae 
Hall. The Hoston Symphony Orches-
tra. The first of the Wellesley College 
Concert series. 
Note: Exhibition of Art Repro-
ductions continued at the Art Museum. 
---+---
ALUMNAE NOTES 
women students, the more radical 
political agitators brought pressure to 
bear on them, and finally made them 
take a united stand with the men on 
no examinations. ter, grounds leveled and graded, and 
On Monday President Stuart called roads laid out. And then lest time 
a meeting of the faculty and students, should hang heavy on our hands, 
and presented to the students the var.ious members of the faculty are 
recommendations of the faculty, ex- taking turns staying here to watch 
plaining that the University had a over the forty or more students who 
standard to maintain which we were could not go home, either because 
morally obligated to uphold. He also their homes are in the war zone, 
explained that his Chinese Advisory or because communications to their 
Committee had assured him that there homes are cut. The peaceful and or-
was no immediate danger," but since 
the faculty were sympathetic with 
students who were concerned about 
their safety and the possibility of in-
terrupted communications, they had 
made provision for examination of 
these students next fall, and that these 
students might leave at once. 
derly routine of a school at home is as 
a dream to us. Bu,t though we often 
pray for the peace and settled feeling 
of ordinary routine q.ays, yet we have 
our compensations-life at Yenching 
never palls. We expect only the un-
expected. 
We were hoping that the political 
change here in the North would come 
during the summer, but Chang Tso 
Lin has just declared himself General-
issimo of China, and we take it that 
means he is going to put up a stiff 
Safe Deposit Boxes for rent $5.00 per An-
num and up. 
THE WELLESLEY NATIONAL BANK 
CAPITAL $150,000 SURPLUS $250,000 
The Gift Shop Charming 
MARY G. MORRISON 
Wellesley Square Next Hotel Waban 
-+-
Engaged 
~ '23 Alys M. Hawley to Mr. Harold 
The meeting was then turned over 
to the students, and after some fiery 
speeches by which many of the stu-
dents were completely carried away, 
the recommendations of the faculty 
were voted down by a small majority. 
The faculty were given until ten 
o'clock that night to reconsider. The 
fight, and that it may Be months be-11-===========================================================:::=:J 
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:;·:~:~~~ii :.::~~~~~:~:z~ l::I S·''HA~~~Ft~:;~·-r_y :~:;~~z:.BOA ~ M. !.:1:, :. ;_!._ F. Eastman, Bowdoin '25. University Council met, and on the '26 Elizabeth Kip to Mr. Arnold strong insistence of the Chinese mem-Hoadley Nichols, Yale '20, brother of 
Rowena Nichols, '30. 
ex-'26 Marion Howard to Mr. Roger 
McGrew Bury, Dartmouth '27. 
'27 Doris Oberdorfer to Mr. Herbert 
Golsmith of Portland, Oregon. 
hers, voted that the only thing to do 
was to close the University the follow-
ing morning, calling the work of the 
year incomplete, and giving no credit 
until it was completed. The faculty 
felt that the question of examinations 
or no examinations might be open to Married 
•16 Margaret Ruth Davidson to Mr. consideration, but they did not feel 
Robert Stanley Thomson, August 6. . that when the examinations were ac-
'26 Elizabeth Carter to Mr. Charles tually upon us and when no under-
standing had been arrived at before-
hand was the time to abolish them. Edson Dupee, August 20. 
'26 Alice Mayo Carter to Mr. James The students were in a state of 
Litch- frenzy all that evening, and when ten 
Oct. 1. o'clock came President Stuart thought 
Wellington Boyd, October 8. 
'27 Katharine Pennington 
field Mr. Howard Linton Hyde, it wiser not to present the action of 
Born the CouncjJ, but simply to declare the 
'20 To Mabel Kase Faltermayer, a next day a holiday, and then to post 
son, Edwin Kase, September 4. the Council action the next morning. 
'21 To Phebe Ann Richmond Pres- In the morning, however, before any 
cott, twin sons, Oliver and Richmond, action could be reported, it seeped 
in July. through the student body that the 
'22 To Dorothy Fletcher Howerth, a faculty were going to take a stand on 
daughter, Shirley Claire, August l8. maintaining standards. Many of the 
students, who were ashamed that they 
Died had been led away by impassioned 
'88 Mary Helen cutler, in May. speeches the day before, and who had 
'23 Mr. Albert A. Walters, husband become aware that they were pawns 
in a political game, begged for a re-
of Frances Moses Walters, August 30, 
in Cambridge, Mass. consideration of the matter. So an-
other student meeting was called, and 
---+---
RADICALS ATTEMPT TO DOWN the supposedly original recommenda-
EXAMINATIONS AT YENCHING tions of the faculty overwhelmingly 
passed. However, through some mis-
(Continued from Page 7, Col. 2) understanding, some students came 
away with a misconception of what 
forced to shut down. Then they these recommendations were. As soon 
turned their attention to us. 
On Sunday a petition appeared in 
the Men's College demanding that the 
students be excused from examina-
tions and allowed to go home at ·once. 
as the meeting was over, members of 
the faculty were besieged by students, 
announcing that they had accepted 
the recommendations presented by Dr. 
Stuart but · in the same breath saying 
That evening I had my initiation as that the question of examination was 
faculty advisor to the Student Asso- optional, that their daily grades might 
ciation of the Women's College when be substituted, and announcing that 
right after dinner the student presi- they were not prepared to take exam-
dent hailed me, and asked would I inations. The faculty in a state of 
come to a very important meeting at bewilderment in tum besieged the 
once. I discovered then how wrought president. In a hastily called faculty 
up the student body was, and what meeting, after a stormy session, the 
pressure was being brought to bear on matter was cleared up, and it was left 
the girls by the men students to agi- to each member of the faculty to in-
tate for no examinations. The tactics sist on an examination where it was 
of the troublemakers was to demand · needed. The die-hards made one last 
that credit be given for the year's work ; attempt, and all the next day dele-
without examination, knowing well gations from the irreconcilables ha-
that 'the faculty wished to maintain rassed the members of the faculty, but 
certain standards, and hoping that wherever possible, the final tests came 
possibly they could bring about a break off as scheduled. 
between faculty and students on this Throughout all this agitation, the 
point. They used the unrest due to Chinese members of the faculty urged 
the political situation to give reason to a firm stand, stating that these were 
their demands. The women students the tactics used in other universities, 
voted to recommend that any students where capitulation on the part of the 
who were concerned about the political faculty had led to an entire breakdown 
situation and their safety might go in student morale. You can imagine 1 
can say, perhaps carry through the j::! 
year. Your continued interest is a ii:i M AY FLO w E R :::  
source of strength to us, and we are i ~' i ,,;, 
~~~;~~:::~.: ::.=~~ as never be- lj! Buffet Lunch--Oh•e~tion Balcony [i! 
~ ;~ ~ 
Augusta Wagner. l_J . i.1_; MAYFLOWER ORCHESTRA FARE $1.00 u 
; ;;; A ll Steamers from Rowe ' s Wharf! Raln or Shine. Plenty of Free Pa.rltlng Space. l :: ~ For Yenching. 
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What do you carry? 
No matter how heavy a prosram you carry, 
the addition 0£ a Li£etime0 pen will li3hten it. 
Guaranteed to write-not for this school term 
merely, or until the four-year grind is done 
-but forever, as lon8 as you live. It is the pen 
that spends the most days in the writing hand and 
the least in repair shops. It costs moPe because 
it is woPth moPe. And the Titan pencil is a twin 
for dependable writing service. Both are favor~ 
ites with collese men and women everywhere. 
"Lifetime" pen, $8.75 Lady "Lifetime". $7.50 Others lower. 
"Lifetime" Titan oversize pencil to match, $4.25 
At better. stores eveT'ywhere 
